HALLOWEEN RULES
DOUBLE FLIP BORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Here’s how to combine our Halloween Rules into one long banner as
pictured. We stitched the entire series together on 32 ct. Chestnut
linen from Wichelt Imports. Choose whatever fabric and fabric count
you prefer. The stitch count for the entire project, including the top
and bottom border, is 93 wide x 366 high.
The threads we used are as follows. The numbers following each color
are suggested numbers of skeins to complete the series. (If no number
appears, you need only one skein.) If you use a different fabric count,
your quantity may vary.
Weeks Dye Works bullfrog, carrot, chestnut, concord, grasshopper, King
mackerel, moss, ocean, red rocks, whiskey, whitewash (2).
Crescent Colours blackbird (2), colonial copper
Gentle Art Sampler Threads Ohio lemon pie, tomato
DMC 738 (Anchor 361)
When stitching the whole series together, begin by stitching the free
Halloween Rules top border provided here. Then you are ready to stitch
the individual designs, using the placement graph.
Omit the top and bottom border on each design. To position each
design within the boxes provided, identify the boxed area on each
design. One design in each Double Flip will already have a heavy outlined
box. The other design in each Double Flip will already have a solid
stitched border that will form your “box”. (This “box” already appears
on the placement graph.) Position the boxed area in each design within
the boxes provided. Each box is labeled for the corresponding design.
When you have completed the final design (Be Spook-tacular!), add the
provided stitched border below the entire series.
If you space your designs a bit differently than ours, no problem! Just
add the bottom border when you are finished and enjoy your Halloween
Rules!

Wear a Costume
Eat Candy
Visit a
Haunted House
Scare a Crow
Carve a Pumpkin
Stay Up Late
Mind Your
Mummy
Sit For A Spell
Brew Some Fun
Greet a Ghost
Howl At the Moon
Be Spooktacular

blackbird (CC)
concord (WDW)
red rocks (WDW)

chestnut (WDW)
King mackerel (WDW)
whiskey (WDW)

colonial copper (CC)
moss (WDW)
whitewash (WDW)

